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Abstract 
Blakley proposed a method to share a secret among a number of participants in 1979. His method uses the fact that a point 
(secret) in k-dimensional space is the intersection point of k hyperplanes. The secret is revealed if any k of the n hyperplane 
equations is known. Any number of hyperplanes less than k is not sufficient to reveal the secret. This method is also called (k, n)
threshold secret sharing scheme in the literature. Researchers use secret sharing schemes to transmit a secret image over insecure 
networks recently. In 2008, Tso used Blakley’s concept to transmit military information over an insecure network. However, his 
method cannot reconstruct distortion free secret image due to quantization errors caused by sharing. His results emphasize that 
reconstructed secret images have approximately 45 dB PSNR. Some applications such as military or medical imaging do not 
tolerate distortion at all. A secret image sharing method based on Blakley’s geometric approach is proposed in this article. The 
method can reconstruct secret images by encoding not only secret but also quantization errors encountered during sharing making 
a distortion free reconstruction of the secret possible unlike Tso’s work. Experimental results indicate that the proposed method is 
distortion free considering the PSNR of the secret images. 
Keywords: Secret image sharing; Quantization; PSNR 
1. Introduction 
The rapid development and worldwide deployment of wired and wireless networking technologies resulted in 
ever increasing popularity of the transmission of data over the Internet. The next generation of the Internet Protocol 
(IPv6) is designed to have security measures from the ground up but both the mesh structure of the Internet and the 
large number of intermediate nodes routing packets from the source to destination risk the confidentiality of files 
such as military or biomedical images. Two methods, Cryptography and Steganography have been used to overcome 
this drawback by researchers in the past. Cryptography transforms a readable secret image to an unreadable form by 
a series of arithmetic and logical operations known by both the sender and the receipent. Encrypted images often 
exhibit a high entrpy (irregularity) and draws attention of the malicious users during transmission.  
The other method, Steganography is used to cover the secret image by hiding it into a cover image or a video file 
so as not to draw attention during transmission and storage. The least significant bit (LSB) embedding 
steganography is a common technique used in the literature for hiding secret data in image files. The human visual 
system is not sensitive to variations of the pixel intensities. In other words, it is almost impossible to figure out 
whether or not a cover medium has some hidden image unless a statistical detection method is employed. Both of 
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these methods are ‘single point of failure’ type as they use only one medium to transmit the secret information over 
the Internet.  There is no way to reconstruct the secret once it  is modified or corrupted during transmission. (k, n)
threshold secret sharing schemes gain popularity for secret image sharing in recent years due to the fault tolerant 
nature of the sharing. Both Shamir and Blakley proposed threshold schemes based on different techniques in 1979 
[1, 2]. Shamir’s secret sharing scheme uses polynomial approach to share the secret data among n participants [1]. 
Each participant gets a piece of information called share from the dealer during the sharing procedure. Shamir’s 
technique constructs k-1th degree polynomial with constant term as secret data. Other coefficients of the polynomial 
are selected randomly in the range of > p0  where p is a prime number. Evaluated values of the polynomial are the 
shares to be distributed to participants. Secret data is revealed if any k or more points gathered from the participants 
are used by the revealing procedure. Any number of shares less than k is insufficient and can not be used to reveal 
the secret data. Blakley’s scheme uses geometric approach to share the secret [2]. His method assumes that secret is 
a point in k-dimensional space. Hyperplane equations intersecting at this point constitute shares to be distributed. To 
participants. The point’s coordinate which is used to represent the secret is revealed upon intersecting the 
hyperplanes.  
Thien and Lin apply Shamir’s method in Secret Image Sharing in 2002 [3]. Prime number p is selected as 251 
since it is the largest prime number less than 28 for 8-bit depth gray level images. Secret pixel values greater than 
250 are truncated to 250 before the sharing procedure. After truncation, secret image is divided into sections with k
pixels. Each subsection is used to construct a (k-1) degree polynomial. Evaluated values of the polynomial for 
different x values constitute corresponding shared pixel values. Each section of the secret image corresponds to a 
shared pixel value in the share image. A secret image with NuM pixels is partitioned into share images of size 
  kMN u . Generated share images look like noise images that draw attention of the malicious users. In 2004, Lin 
and Tsai proposed a method to overcome this problem [4]. Their method uses steganography to hide the shared pixel 
values into cover images. n different cover images are selected for a (k, n) scheme. Size of the cover image must be 
four  times  bigger  than  secret  image  due  to  the  expansion  factor  of  2  in  both  directions.  Cover  image  must  be  
selected to have 2Nu2M pixels for a secret image with NuM pixels. Cover images are divided into 2u2-pixel groups. 
Each pixel group is used to embed the shared pixel values. Parity bits are also used to authenticate the stego blocks 
against any corruption that might occur during transmission. Truncation of the pixel intensity values are also 
realized by this method.  
In 2007, Yang et al. used Galois Field (GF(
8
2 )) to prevent the distortion of the secret image [5]. Their method 
also reported using a parity bit for authentication has some drawbacks. Hash function with a secret key is used by 
their method to improve the authentication ability. A new bit arrangement technique is proposed during the 
embedding procedure to enhance the stego image’s visual quality. In 2008, Chang et al. used the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem (CRT) to improve the authentication ability [6]. Each pixel group is authenticated using four bits. 
Detection ratio is reported as 0.97 by their method. Visual quality of the stego images are measured as 
approximately 40 dB. Contrarily, Yang et al. reported that qualities of the stego images generated by Chang et al.’s 
method are significantly degraded [7]. 
All of the above methods use Shamir’s secret sharing scheme to share the secret image among n participants. In 
recent years, researchers used Blakley’s geometric approach for secret image sharing [8, 9]. In 2008, Chen et al. 
solved the secret image sharing problem using Blakley’s scheme [8]. Their scheme partitions the secret into non 
overlapping set of k pixels  at  first.  Each  set  corresponds  to  a  point  in  k dimensional space. Generated affine 
hyperplanes that intersect at this point constitute the shared pixel values. Each section with k pixels corresponds to a 
k pixel group at the shared images which renders the size expansion ratio of their method to one. Shares look like 
noisy images. Tso has also used Blakley’s approach to share the secret image [9]. His method quantize the secret 
image to reduce the storage space as the first step. Quantized secret image is then scrambled and partitioned into k
pixel groups. Each group corresponds to a pixel at the shared images. Therefore, size expansion ratio for his method 
is reported as k1 . Quantization process is also reduced bit depth of the share images. However, quantization 
process causes serious distortion on the reconstructed secret image for quantization steps greater than 5. 
In this study, we propose a method to prevent the distortion on the reconstructed secret image. The proposed 
method can reconstruct the secret image without distortion after the revealing procedure contrary to Tso’s method. 
Experimental results also show that the peak to signal noise ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed secret image is 
infinity. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Detailed analysis of both Blakley’s and Tso’s methods are 
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given in the Section 2. Section 3 introduces the details of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results are given in 
section 4. Conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5. 
2. Blakley’s secret sharing scheme and Tso’s method            
 Blakley uses geometric approach to share the secret among n participants [2]. His method assumes that the secret 
is a point in k dimensional space. Each share defines a hyperplane in this space. An affine hyperplane is the set of 
solutions  kxxxx ,,, 21 / to an equation of the form   bxaxaxa kk   /2211 . Intersection point of any k or 
more of these hyperplane equations is the secret. Tso applied Blakley’s method into secret image sharing in 2008. 
Tso’s method consists of two stages: Sharing and Reconstruction stages. Let secret image 
be > @^ `MjNissS ijij dddd 1,1,2550| . Each pixel of the secret image is quantized using (1) where b is  a  
random integer. 
   > @bjisjis ,,  c (1) 
Tso uses quantization to decrease the bit depth of the secret image [9]. In this way, required bandwidth during the 
transmission of the share images and storage capacity are enhanced as reported in his method. Quantized secret 
image is scrambled by a permutation function. Scrambled image is divided into non-overlapping sections with k
pixels. Each section is used to construct a polynomial as given in (2). 
  kkkn apxaxaxat {  mod112211 / (2) 
where  kaaa ,,, 21 / represent the pixel values of each section and > @bp 255 . Values of  kxxx ,,, 21 / are 
randomly selected to obtain the shared values nttt ,,, 21 / . Generated share images after the sharing stage are of 
  kMN u pixels. Pixels are taken one by one from the k shared images and evaluated to find the coefficients 
 kaaa ,,, 21 / during the reconstruction stage. Scrambled image is obtained after each pixel is processed in the same 
way. Quantized image is revealed after the inverse permutation of scrambled image. Reconstruction stage uses (3) to 
obtain the secret image. 
    bjisjis c ,, (3) 
Tso used b=5 for the experiments. Quantization step of 5 generates pixel values in > @510   range. Reconstruction 
error between the secret image and reconstructed secret image can be given as in (4) 
    ¬ ¼ ¬ ¼> @^ `2,2,,, bbejisjiseeE ijijij c  (4) 
Range of the reconstruction errors becomes > @2,2  for b=5. Therefore, reconstructed secret images have 
approximately 45 dB PSNR as indicated in Tso’s experimental results. Using larger b values causes serious 
degradation on the visual quality of the reconstructed secret image.    
3. Proposed method 
Proposed method consists of two sub procedures: sharing and retrieving. Sharing procedure is used to divide the 
secret image among n participants. Each participant gets noisy share images. Share images are   kMN u2  for a 
NuM pixel secret image. Secret image is revealed upon processing any k or more of the shares by the retrieving 
procedure.  
Sharing procedure creates two images, a difference image D, and a quantized secret image S c  of same size as the 
secret image at first. Difference image is used during the retrieving procedure to reconstruct secret image without 
distortion. Round operation used for quantization process in Tso’s method causes degradation on the visual quality 
of the secret image. Difference among a secret pixel and reconstructed secret pixel is in > @2,2  range  for  a  
quantization step of 5 and yields approximately 45 dB PSNR for the reconstructed secret images [9]. Proposed 
method creates a difference image to prevent distortion of the secret image. Difference image is the truncation errors 
that will arise during the sharing procedure. 
Let secret image be denoted by > @^ `MjNissS ijij dddd 1,1,2550| . Using the pixel intensity values of 
secret image, a difference image will be constructed at first. Let the difference image be 
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> @^ `MjNibddD ijij dddd 1,1,10| . Value of b is chosen by the dealer and determines the quantization 
intervals. In this regard, pixel value at the ith row and jth column of the difference image is calculated using (5). 
¬ ¼bsbsd ijijij * (5) 
The difference image has the same size as the secret image since each secret pixel is used to calculate a 
truncation error or difference while processing. Secret image is quantized using factor b as in (6). Quantized secret 
image is permuted using a permutation sequence. A key value is used to generate the permutation sequence.  
¬ ¼ > @^ `MjNibsbsssS ijijijij ddddc cc c 1,1,2550,| (6) 
Permuted secret image, S c  and difference image D is divided into non overlapping sections with k pixels. Each 
section is used as a secret point in k dimensional space. Both sections from quantized secret image and difference 
image are then used to generate two shared pixel values per each share image. Values of  zkzz xxx ,,, 21 / are selected 
randomly for each participant to determine the shared pixel values ^ `nzshzmn /1,  .
(7) 
Each k pixel section from both difference and quantized secret images corresponds to a couple of shared pixel 
values in each share image.  zkzz xxx ,,, 21 /  values are used for all participants while evaluating the polynomial 
during the sharing procedure and must be transmitted to each participant before the sharing procedure. Choosing 
 zkzz xxx ,,, 21 /  values constant necessitates permutation of quantized secret image before the sharing procedure. 
Sharing procedure codes each k pixel section from permuted secret and difference images with two pixels in the 
share images. Therefore, size expansion of the proposed algorithm is k2 .
At least k share images are required to reveal the secret by the retrieving procedure. Participants must transmit 
their  zkzz xxx ,,, 21 / values before the retrieving procedure. Share images are partitioned into sections of two pixels.  zmnzmn shsh 1,   pair represents a section at the zth share image. First and second pixels of pairs from at least k share 
images are used to construct quantized ijsc  and difference ijd  images respectively during the retrieving procedure. 
Thus, sections gathered from k share images determine  ijij ds ,c . Secret pixel value at ith row  and  jth column is 
reconstructed without distortion using (8). 
ijijij dbss c (8) 
Since difference image accommodates truncation errors encountered during the quantization, the secret image is 
reconstructed without distortion. Permuted secret image is reconstructed after all two pixel sections from k share 
images are processed. Then inverse permutation function is applied to permuted image to reveal the secret image.  
4. Experimental Results 
This section presents the experimental results of the proposed distortion free geometry based secret image sharing 
method. (3, 4) secret sharing is applied to demonstrate the feasibility of the method. The test image “lighthouse” of 
size 256u256 is selected as the secret image as shown in Fig. 1(a). Secret image is an 8-bit depth monochrome 
image. The method outlined in this paper is tested by coding the algorithm in MATLAB 7.0. Irfanview, a free utility 
to open, display, modify and save various image file formats, is used for resizing and conversion of color test 
images. Visual quality of the reconstructed secret image is the factor measured to demonstrate feasibility of 
‘distortion free’ approach. PSNR is used to test the quality of the reconstructed secret image. Higher PSNR values 
indicate better or more natural looking secret image. An infinity PSNR means that difference between the secret 
image and reconstructed secret image is zero. PSNR is defined as in (9) where ijR and ijS are the pixel values of 
reconstructed secret and secret images respectively. MSE is the mean square error between the cover image and 
stego image and 255 is the maximum intensity value used in 8-bit depth images. 
(9) 
  ¬ ¼  ^ `
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(c) (d) (a) (b) (e) (f) PSNR = f
MSE is zero and yields infinity PSNR for equal valued corresponding pixels from both images. Fig. 1(b)-(e) 
illustrate share images created during (3, 4) scheme tests. Share images look like noise and do not contain any 
information about the secret image. Each of them are of size 256u128. Fig. 1(f) shows the reconstructed secret 
image with infinity PSNR. In other words, secret image is reconstructed without errors. Tso’s method reconstructs 
secret image with approximately 45 dB PSNR for quantization constant b=5. The PSNR of his method decreases to 
43 dB for b=6. The proposed method generates secret image without distortion independent of quantization 
constant. Using a difference image in both sharing and reconstructing process provides distortion free secret image 
sharing. Table 1 lists PSNR values of reconstructed secret images of both the proposed method and Tso’s method 
for selected quantization intervals. 
Figure 1(a) secret image (b)-(e) Four share image of size 256u128 (f) Reconstructed distortion free secret image        
Table 1. Comparison of the proposed method and Tso’s method according to PSNR values of reconstructed secret image. 
b=2 b=3 b=4 b=5 b=6 b=7
Tso’s method # 50.9 dB # 50.7 dB # 47.02 dB # 45.9 dB # 43.7 dB # 42.7 dB 
Proposed method f f f f f f
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5. Conclusion 
This study presents a geometry based distortion free secret image sharing approach. Tso’s work can reconstruct 
secret images with some round off errors due to quantization. Round off errors decreases the PSNR for increased 
quantization constant. The proposed method uses a difference image to accommodate and compensate round errors 
resulting a distortion free secret image sharing scheme. Reconstructed secret images are distortion free as required 
by some applications. 
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